
Useful Tip!
The Harmonizers can be placed in any space and

they will start working right away - so you don't

have to worry about setting anything up!

Materials Used
Material basis:

Glass/Ceramic/Resin, activated

minerals (quartz, basalt,

carbonates, carbons, etc.); purely

natural without chemical

admixtures. 

Harmonizer Boardroom
Facilitate a more constructive environment that is
results-driven and stimulates a focused, positive, and
engaging atmosphere. Champion clear and concise
decision making that achieves your goals & targets.

Harmonizer Office
The Harmonizer Office will increase the overall
performance of the team and provide a better, more
positive and focused approach on the challenges that
are presented to them.

Harmonizer Work Desk
People have been trying to improve their work and
study potential for centuries using a variety of
teachings. Utilising the Harmonizer will provide clarity
and focus, motivating you to achieve faster results. 

Harmonizer Business
Create an appealing and welcoming business setting
that attracts ready-to-buy customers that are
receptive to your products and services, whilst also
promoting customer and brand loyalty. 

Boost engagement and open,
positive dialogue among
those participating.

Arrive at solutions quickly
with constructive interaction
and negotiations.

Save time and enhance
your business efficiency,
to achieve results.

Energize the workplace,
increasing staff vitality and
concentration.

Free staff from unavoidable,
draining esmog exposure that
limits their productivity.

Alleviate workplace
distractions, helping staff
better manage their tasks.

Better manage your activites
and study goals in a healthy
& productive way.

The Harmonizer will combat
any technological distractions
such as Wi-Fi and bluetooth. 

Remain energized,
focused, and motivated
even after a long day!

Make a memorable and
lasting first impression for
potential customers.

Easily prime customers with
a feel-good atmosphere that
creates and develops trust.

Improved, friendly customer
engagement that increases sales
and customer satisfaction.
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From now on, your energy field will be

strengthened and stabilised from the inside out -

and this has been achieved with the power of

nature.

HARMONIZER
ACTIVATED MINERALS

BUSINESS COLLECTION
HARMONIZER.SHOP

Safety & Disclaimer
Harmonizers are not medical devices and are therefore

not intended for the therapy of diseases or ailments or

any other conditions requiring treatment. If you are

unwell, please consult your doctor. Our

recommendations and statements are in no case a 

 substitute for medical advice and treatment. 

The effect of the Harmonizers is based on experience,

observations and our independent research. It

intervenes in energetic or subtle processes that cannot

be proven according to conventional medical criteria,

just as the topics "electrosmog",  "geopathy",  or

"electrostress" are only conditionally recognised by

traditional medicine. You can find out more on our

website. 

Your Harmonizer is ready-to-go, straight out the

box! All you have to do is remove from the

packaging and place it in your workspace,

business, or office for the best results when

working.

How To UseActivated Minerals
Your Harmonizer awakens the spirits, strengthens the

life energy and protects against electrosmog and

energetic burdens of all kinds. The activated mineral

blend inside the glass, ceramic or resin housing

naturally strengthens the body's own energy field and

promotes a productive working environment.

Why Harmonizer?
The Harmonizer starts working right out the box,

energising your business and improving productivity.

From increasing office-based communications to

creating a welcoming atmosphere, the Harmonizer is

the perfect essential for any business.

Always Working
The Harmonizer is always at work and does not

require charging or maintenance, keeping you free to

focus on your business. 

Made With Nature
The Harmonizer is a natural mineral product made

with either precious glass, ceramic, or resin in

Cyprus. Each piece is crafted by our amazing team,

making each piece truly unique. As they are hand-

made, this may result in some variances in size and

shape, but this does not limit its capabilities or

functionality and creates a unique character for every

one.


